
The 5th DCA JNC interviewed 15 qualified candidates to fill an opening in the 5th District Court of Appeal created by the Florida legislature.

VolusiaExposed wishes to extend our thanks to all the 5th DCA JNC members, they were for the most part, very approachable and professional. A special thanks goes out to Chairman, April Kirsheman, for her utmost cooperation in accommodating our special requests.

The JNC narrowed the list of judicial candidates to six qualified judicial nominees. These six names will be forwarded to Governor Scott.

"It is the spirit and not the form of law that keeps justice alive." - Earl Warren
forwarded to the Governor for his final selection and appointment. (see above)

Based on what was heard, and what was discussed during the interview process, all of the below nominees are qualified to serve as a DCA judge. We invite our readers to review the video interviews of the six nominees.

The staff at VolusiaExposed.Com wishes the six nominees good luck in the selection process. We will notify our readers of Governor Scott's choice, when that information becomes available. If you are so inclined, email Governor Scott with your suggestions and input regarding the nominees. Until then, stand by to .....  

VIDEOS OF THE JNC NOMINEES' INTERVIEWS HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BELOW.

James A. Edwards  
John M. Harris  
Pamela R. Masters

James W. Middleton  
Lisa T. Munyon  
Heather P. Rodriquez

The Interviews Of The Other Nine Candidates
That Were NOT Forwarded To The Governor For Consideration.

VolusiaExposed usually only provides the JNC interviews of the nominees. However, due to numerous requests to view the other candidate interviews, we have opted to provide all 15 interviews.

Jessica Recksiedler  
Jeffrey Deen  
Craig Feiser
If you found this article to be thought provoking, we (VolusiaExposed.Com) invite you to review, the below linked, Special Investigative Report, exposing law enforcement corruption with the State of Florida.

SARASOTA HERALD-TRIBUNE'S SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE SERIES ON LAW ENFORCEMENT CORRUPTION

UNFIT FOR DUTY
by Matthew Doig and Anthony Cormier

Tarnished badge, flawed system
Police unions / political clout
Predator in uniform?
What the personnel files reveal
Problems and solutions
Flagrant abuses invite little scrutiny
Problem officers still find work
How serious offenses go unreported
Sworn to protect....their pensions
Governor investigates CJSTC

Sex Crimes and VCSO Press Releases

The VCSO issued a press release on the Stewart-Marchman molestation incident - but did not issue a press release of a jail rape - why not?

VolusiaExposed.Com article
No VCSO Press Release on Jail Rape?

VolusiaExposed.Com article
Rape at the Volusia Jail
**Additional concerns surrounding the Volusia County Sheriff's Department**

- VCSO deputy supplies underage females with alcohol.
- VCSO deputy sexually approaches female prisoner?
- Sex and the Badge: Extra-martial affairs within the VCSO?
- VCSO deputy engaging in sexual relationship, while on duty?
- VCSO deputy attempts romantic relationship with felony suspect?
- VCSO deputy sexually assaults handcuffed woman.
- VCSO deputy reprimanded for domestic violence arrest.
- VCSO Frangiamore-Carper murder-suicide incident.

We look forward to your comments on this situation. Drop us a line to let us know what you think.

**EMAIL US**

---

**DID A CONFLICT OF INTEREST INFLUENCE THE JAIL'S RAPE INVESTIGATION?**

Assistant County Attorney, Nancye Jones handles many of the litigations coming out of the Volusia County jail.

Nancye Jones' husband, VCSO Major Robert Jones, supervises the deputies that investigate possible criminal violations within the county jail.

We have concerns that several criminal investigations have been possibly manipulated, in order to reduce the County of Volusia's civil liability.

Our concern includes this particular in-custody sexual battery investigation, and the below listed situations.

We invite you to review our concerns.

- The Mary Knudsen Incident
- The in-custody death of Inmate Tracy Veira
- Falsification of Documents by County Officials

---

**The Failure of the FMJS Jail Inspection Process, Florida needs to return to the independent FAC 33-8 Inspection Process.**

**Florida Jail Oversight in Retrograde**